
Materials needed: 

A4 squared paper, ruler, pencil, rubber 

Introduction task 5 mins 

Divide class into pairs and arrange seating so pupils are opposite each other. If possible, 
arrange for a divide across the desk so pupils are unable to see each other’s papers. 

Remind or introduce pupils to the game. 

Players take turns in trying to guess the locations of the other player's treasure on a grid. 

Description 

Each player has two 10 x 10 grids, labelled along the sides with letters and numbers. On the 
left-hand grid the player secretly draws rectangles representing their treasure – see resource 
sheet. 

Medieval Treasure 
Using the Battleships game 
Teacher’s Pack 
(mathematics) 
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The Treasure Map  

Depending on time available you may want to discuss and inform the pupils about some of 
the treasure they are burying.  

 

Each piece of treasure occupies a number of adjacent squares on the grid, horizontally or 
vertically. 

Play       35 mins plus discussion of treasure and feedback 

During play the players take turns in making a trench (dig a hole) on the opponents plot by 
calling out the coordinates of a square (e.g. D5). The opponent responds with "hit" if it hits a 
piece of treasure or "miss" if it misses. If the player has uncovered the last remaining square of 
a piece of treasure the opponent must announce the name of the treasure e.g. "You found 
my belt plate”. 

During play each player should record their opponent's digs on the left-hand grid, and their 
shots on the right-hand grid as "X" for a dig and "O" for a miss: 

 

 
 

Task: To uncover all your opponent’s treasure  

To reinforce and practice basic Mathematics skills concerning graphs.  
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Treasure Sheet 

 

Belt Plate = 2 squares   Bone parchment picker = 2 vertical squares                                          

 

Sculpted head = 6 squares   2 silver pennies = 1 square each 

 

 

 

 

 

Ceramic jug = 4 squares   3 Fragments of stained glass = 1 square  

 

 

 

 

 

Encaustic Tile = 2 squares  Stained glass with head image = 4 squares 

 

 

 

Papal bull = 2 squares each  Pilgrim badges = 3 squares  
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